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MBL has, for over 14 years, been delivering the latest updates and practical know-

how training in compliance, law and tax and are firmly established as a leading

learning & development provider for professional services firms.With over 90+

years of collective professional development experience, we have provided training

to over 100,000 lawyers and other professionals to date. We are proud to be trusted

to provide training to some of the largest and smallest organisations in the UK.We

hold over 4,000 CPD seminars across the UK every year, in major cities including

London, Manchester and Birmingham, as well as in many other convenient

locations. Our seminars are presented by industry experts and experienced

presenters who cover an expansive range of topics across all legal practice areas.

We also provide seminars, webinars and conferences for a wide range of other

professionals including accountants, HR professionals, company secretaries and

surveyors to name but a few.In 2018 we launched Learn Live - MBL's latest

eLearning solution combining the convenience of a webinar with the interactive

benefits of a seminar. Each session is a live streamed broadcast, which you watch

and participate in from your computer at a set date and time. Think of it as tuning in

to a real-time seminar, but from the comfort of your own desk.You can engage with

your presenter and other delegates - and this group dialogue is what sets Learn Live

apart from our traditional webinar product. Various interactive features might

include speaker-delegate Q&A sessions, delegate breakout exercises and communal

voting polls.MBL often receive outstanding feedback from our valued customers:"I                                                page 1 / 2



have recently attended a number of seminars and purchased the webinar page. To

say it is excellent is an understatement. MBL is very worthwhile." Richard Gray,

Barrister, Elysium Chambers"Honestly, there isn’t a single thing I could think of to

improve MBL’s service.  All of the staff are pleasant, efficient and professional;

booking is quick and simple whether by email or telephone." Jackie Thorpe, KBL

Solicitors LLP"We have been using the MBL Smart Plan for several years now and

find it the most convenient and efficient way of organising our training needs. I can

email or call quickly to book any course, dvd or webinar and the cost is not only

reduced as part of the plan, but is easily deducted off our account so I do not have

to worry about making individual payments or paying invoices. Makes life simple all

round." Maggie Henderson, Pirie Palmann
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